Tilt™
Height Adjustable Stool

Advanced technology and an increased need for collaboration are driving new behaviors at work. Tilt is a height-adjustable stool that provides mobility for seated posture changes, letting you stay active, engaged, and ready for daily interactions.
Lean into Support Where You Need It

Work activities are digital, collaborative, and complex—often all at once. People are looking to spaces where they can connect both with their peers and technology. Tilt supports the ways people work, while offering simplicity in form and function for dynamic spaces. Balance yourself—and your work—with Tilt.

Features

Tilt moves with you. Adjust from standing height to a low stool, and remain active and engaged throughout the day. Change postures easily by leaning forward or back, side to side.

Steel column with pneumatic height adjustment – Adjusts easily from sitting to standing height.

Rounded, tilting base – Lets users lean while seated and move in any direction.

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Tilt’s minimalist form and clever design complement—rather than dominate—a space. Its seat comes in black urethane on MDF. The base is made of structural urethane covered with steel, and available in a palette of four colors: Black, Graphite, Smooth Plaster, and Accent Orange.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.